Making Performance Funding Work for All by John Quinterno
inTroducTion
Public two-year colleges and four-year universities have
traditionally received state funding based primarily on the
numbers of students enrolled. Put differently, states historically
have linked financial support of public higher education to
institutional inputs like enrollment counts, rather than
institutional outcomes such as how many students complete
programs of study. in response to their recent budget
difficulties, coupled with a heightened recognition of the
economic need to raise the share of americans with
postsecondary credentials, numerous states are moving to tie
public funding of higher education, at least in part, to
institutional outcomes. 
The idea of linking public investment to institutional
outcomes—an idea known as performance funding—is hardly
new. interest has waxed and waned since the 1970s, but the last
five years have seen an upswing in activity as states from
Pennsylvania to Washington have established, reestablished, or
overhauled models of performing funding. By late 2011, at least
20 states applied some form of performance funding to public
two-year colleges, four-year universities, or both, with a few
states like Tennessee even moving to base most institutional
funding on outcomes.3 several other states also are considering
adopting or readopting performance funding. 
For states that have adopted or hope to adopt performance
funding, an overarching challenge is guaranteeing that the
systems foster success for all students, in particular low-income
working adults enrolled at two-year colleges. given their policy
expertise in this area, the state-based nonprofit organizations
that partner with The Working Poor Families Project (WPFP), a
national initiative to strengthen state policies influencing the
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well-being of low-income working families, are
ideally situated to ensure that the educational
needs of low-income, low-skill adults are not
overlooked when states design, adopt, implement,
and evaluate performance funding.
The current wave of interest in performance
funding—a wave that some observers have dubbed
“Performance Funding 2.0”—has emerged from a
confluence of factors. First, in response to the
budget difficulties confronting many states,
policymakers are demanding that public colleges
and universities demonstrate clearly their efficient
use of scarce tax dollars. second, state leaders have
grown increasingly aware of the economic need to
raise the numbers of americans with postsecondary
credentials and have embraced connecting “state
funding directly to institutional performance on
specific indicators such as rates of retention,
graduation, and job placement” as a tool for
aligning institutional performance with workforce
and economic development goals.4 Finally,
numerous philanthropic foundations, policy
organizations, and governmental agencies are
championing performance funding as a means of
strengthening public higher education.5
despite the interest, there exists little “firm
evidence that performance funding significantly
increases rates of remedial completion, retention,
and graduation.”6 Furthermore, states can actually
design performance funding in ways that ignore
the needs of such nontraditional students as low-
skill adults and that discourage institutions from
serving them. Performance funding also can inject
volatility into the budgets of colleges and
universities, which may hinder their abilities to
serve students.7 The problems are particularly
worrisome for two-year colleges, which often
receive less public support while serving students,
such as low-skilled working adults who face
multiple barriers to college success.8
strengthening the capacities of public
postsecondary institutions to help more students
earn credentials is a critical state policy goal.
Without postsecondary education, working adults
are unlikely to obtain the kinds of jobs needed to
provide for themselves and their families. states,
too, suffer when they lack the skilled workers that
employers increasingly demand. after all,
occupational forecasts suggest that 63 percent of
the jobs that the united states will net by 2018
will require workers with a postsecondary
credential.9 given that a sizable share of that
future workforce is already in the labor force, it is
imperative that states help all students, including
adult workers, improve their educational levels if
states are to have enough skilled workers. 
To aid state partners in their efforts, this Policy
Brief offers an overview of performance funding.
The brief begins by contrasting two models of
funding public higher education and then traces
the evolution of performance funding. attention
next turns to design characteristics and concerns
about performance funding, supplemented by
profiles of the models used in several states. The
brief concludes by identifying policy directions for
WPFP state partners to pursue so as to ensure that
systems of performance funding work for the
benefit of america’s 10.2 million low-income
working families.10
models oF Funding PuBlic higher
educaTion
since its inception in the 1970s, performance fund-
ing has proven to be a concept that is simple to
explain, difficult to implement, and radical in
nature. The idea of tying state funding for public
higher education to student outcomes as a means of
encouraging institutions to become more efficient,
productive, and accountable is one that is easy to
articulate yet has failed to gain traction. over the
past 30 years, no more than half of the states have
adopted performance funding with nearly half of
those states eventually abandoning their efforts.11
Furthermore, performance funding represents a
stark change from established budgeting practices
that connect funding to institutional inputs. appre-
ciating the differences between input- and
outcome-based funding models therefore is a pre-
requisite for any meaningful analysis. 
input-Based Funding models
Public institutions historically have financed their
core instructional programs through a combination
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of state funds and tuition revenues with tax dollars
responsible for covering the bulk of the costs. To
determine funding levels, states generally rely on
formulas that award dollars in relation to the num-
ber of students enrolled in a specified period.
consider the north carolina community college
system, which derives some 70 percent of its sup-
port from the state. individual colleges receive
funds based on the number of full-time equivalent
(FTe) students enrolled in the prior year.12 For cur-
riculum programs, a college earns one FTe for
every 32 hours of instruction provided over a two-
semester period, with each FTe worth $5,035 in
2011-2012.13
states commonly employ different models to deter-
mine support for two-year and four-year
institutions, but regardless of the details, funding
models like the one applied to north carolina’s
community colleges base funding on institutional
inputs like student enrollments.14 it does not mat-
ter if a student passes a class, persists in a course
of study, or earns a credential; as long as a student
spends enough time in the classroom, a college will
receive an allotment of public dollars. From a col-
lege’s perspective, this is logical, as it is the
presence of a student in a classroom that generates
costs; but from a societal standpoint, what matters
is what a student accomplishes. 
While public institutions are themselves often criti-
cal of enrollment-based formulas, budget officials
dislike them for a different reason; namely, they
foster incremental budgeting. in most states,
enrollment levels from the prior year become the
basis for funding in for the current year, a process
that causes total annual financial requirements to
rise over time.15 covering escalating costs can
become extremely problematic during times of
rapid enrollment growth and during recessions,
periods when states find themselves squeezed
between required and available resources. 
outcome-Based Funding models
in contrast to input-based funding models,
performance funding connects state financial sup-
port for higher education not to inputs but to
outcomes like “student retention, attainment of cer-
tain credit levels, and other student outcomes.”16
The concept is that institutions respond to financial
realities, so changes to funding methods will
prompt administrators to “take the measures nec-
essary to retain or enhance their institution’s
funding.”17 such measures might include finding
operating efficiencies and reallocating resources.
in effect, performance-based funding attempts to
boost student outcomes indirectly by adopting
incentive structures that lead to intermediate
“modifications of institutional policies, programs,
and practices—such as changes in instruction or in
student support services—that will result in the
ultimate outcomes of interest to policymakers, such
as more baccalaureate graduates or higher job
placement rates.”18 For such models to succeed,
they require clear goals, meaningful measures of
goal attainment, and worthwhile rewards, as will
be discussed shortly.19
The evoluTion oF PerFormance Funding
While performance funding has received much
attention in recent years, the model is hardly novel.
in 1979, Tennessee became the first state to
establish a permanent system of performance
funding when it institutionalized an experimental
program crafted earlier in the decade by
administrators with the Tennessee higher
education commission. The 1979 model allowed
two-year and four-year institutions to voluntarily
participate in a system that granted unrestricted
funding bonuses of up to 2 percent of normal
appropriations to institutions that improved their
performance on a set of five indicators related
chiefly to institutional quality. although the
volunteer state’s program has undergone
significant revisions over the years and no longer
resembles its initial form, Tennessee’s decision set
in motion a slow, ongoing, evolutionary process of
state-level experimentation with performance
funding (box 1).20
Performance Funding 1.0
at first, few states followed Tennessee down the
path of performance funding. This changed in the
1990s, when a group of states including missouri,
Florida, ohio, south carolina, illinois, and
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Box 1. Tennessee, The grandFaTher oF PerFormance Funding
Tennessee is home to the nation’s oldest, continuously operating system of performance funding. The volun-
teer state’s program traces its roots to 1974, when administrators within the Tennessee higher education
commission used philanthropic support to develop funding guidelines and measures in conjunction with the
state’s public colleges and universities. in 1979, the program became permanent, effective as of 1980-1981.
consistent with the concerns of the day, the original program aimed to improve the quality of public higher
education, which explains the inclusion of indicators like program accreditation. Proponents also thought
that improved accountability and enhanced performance could build support for future state investments
that would finance further growth. Furthermore, when compared to other states that eventually adopted
performance funding, Tennessee’s approach emerged entirely from within the higher education community, a
fact that has likely contributed to the initiative’s acceptance and endurance. 
The original 1979 system awarded schools unrestricted bonuses of up to 2 percent of their regular annual
appropriations based on performance on five indicators: program accreditation, student major field perform-
ance, student general education performance, stakeholder evaluations of instructional program, and peer
reviews of academic programs. Participation was voluntary, and the emphasis was on institutional self-
improvement, not inter-institutional competition. 
Tennessee’s program has remained relatively stable in design, though the measures have changed and the
size of the bonus pool has risen as high as 5.45 percent of annual support. in 2010, however, a significant
change occurred when the state legislature passed the complete college Tennessee act, which
fundamentally altered the state’s funding models for higher education starting in fiscal year 2011-2012.
While the act did not replace the older performance model, it set in motion changes that may diminish the
influence of that model. 
The 2010 act cut almost all enrollment-based funding for public colleges and universities in favor of outcome-
based support. For two-year colleges, funding is linked to eight indicators: student completion of 12, 24, and
26 credit hours; workforce training outcomes; dual enrollment students; associate degrees and certificates
completed; awards per FTe enrollment; job placement outcomes; university transfer; and remedial and
developmental success. colleges also receive bonuses based on their success in serving low-income and adult
students. 
despite its long history, no conclusive evidence suggests that performance funding, by itself, has boosted stu-
dent outcomes in Tennessee. research has identified promising intermediate changes in institutional
behaviors that may contribute to student success, but studies have found no evidence of statistically signifi-
cant impacts on retention and graduation. at the same time, the changes in the performance funding system
adopted under the complete college act—changes that, among other things, place a greater emphasis on
student outcomes and embeds performance incentives within core funding models—may bring about such
improvements in time, though it is too soon to know. 
sources: kevin dougherty et al., The Politics of Performance Funding in eight states: origins, demise, and change
(new york: community college research center, 2011), 14-23 and 150-152; and kevin dougherty and vikash reddy, The
impacts of state Performance Funding systems on higher education institutions: research literature review and Pol-
icy recommendations (new york: community college research center, 2011), 12-13 and 25-28.
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Washington adopted performance funding in quick
succession. This wave of policy experimentation—a
wave that some observers call “Performance
Funding 1.0”—crested in the adoption of
performance-based funding in nearly half of the
states by the end of the 1990s. 
First-wave models broadly mirrored the original
one in Tennessee; in other words, they took “the
form of a bonus over and above regular state
funding for higher education.”21 individual
institutions typically qualified for supplemental
funding based on their success in achieving a mix of
ultimate outcomes such as student completion,
intermediate outcomes such as student retention,
and, occasionally, quality outcomes such as the
share of students from specified backgrounds
enrolled.22 in Florida, for instance, two-year
colleges could receive bonuses worth between 1 and
2 percent of their normal state allotments based on
their achievement of such outcomes as degree
completion, university transfer, and job
placement.23
as with much state-level policymaking, the decision
to implement performance funding during the
1990s emerged from state-specific factors. That
said, a review of the origins of several first-wave
efforts by columbia university’s community
college research center identified several common
conditions that fostered adoption: legislative efforts
to manage budget squeezes, private-sector concerns
about the cost and efficiency of higher education,
political interest from growing numbers of
republican state legislators, and institutional
receptivity from educational leaders. meanwhile,
opposition from four-year universities was a key
factor responsible for blocking performance funding
entirely, as happened in california; limiting it to
two-year colleges, as was the case in Florida; or
bringing about its sunset, as occurred in
Washington.24
over time, first-wave models demonstrated little
staying power. although approximately half of the
states adopted performance funding, nearly half of
those states ultimately abandoned their efforts, and
even states that preserved their systems altered
them radically.25 according to a community college
research center analysis of three states that
discontinued their programs, “performance funding
was more likely to be terminated when there were
budget cuts, there was a change of administration,
the initial champions of a policy were no longer
around, and the resistance to termination lacked
capable leadership or effective defensive tactics.”26
Particularly important were opposition from the
higher education community, notably four-year
universities, tepid support from the business
community, and budget cuts. Budget cuts like those
that followed the 2001 recession led institutions to
prioritize core funding over performance bonuses—
a logical choice given the small size of the bonuses
relative to base support. consider how, in one state
that ended performance funding, illinois, the bonus
pool for two-year colleges available in fiscal year
2001 equaled just 0.4 percent of the normal state
appropriation.27
Performance Funding 2.0
Performance funding has attracted renewed
interest since 2007, when Washington created a
new program. This wave of interest, which some
analysts have dubbed “Performance Funding 2.0,”
is an outgrowth of budgetary, economic, and
organizational factors, such as a heightened
emphasis on student success. 
Budgetary influences have played a major role in
sparking renewed interest in performance funding.
The “great recession” into which the country fell in
late 2007 severely depressed state revenue
collections at the same time that postsecondary
enrollments were rising, due to the influx of
displaced workers seeking retraining and to the
aging of the large “millennial” generation (born
between 1982-2000) into the college population.
Between 2007-2008 and 2010-2011, total public
FTe enrollments grew by 19.3 percent, while
aggregate inflation-adjusted state support for
higher education fell by $4.5 billion, or 5 percent.28
While federal dollars provided through the
american recovery and reinvestment act offset
much of the decline, state investments in
postsecondary education are no longer keeping pace
with enrollment growth, with many states
appearing unlikely to adopt the systematic revenue
reforms needed to reconnect the two. 
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Bleak budget environments have led many state
legislators to look again at performance funding as
a way of prompting public institutions to become
more efficient with scarce tax dollars and clearly
demonstrate their impacts on students. some state
leaders have moved even further and have
embraced performance funding as a tool for
advancing a larger college success agenda. 
since the 1990s, policy experts and public leaders
have recognized that boosting the number of
americans with postsecondary credentials is vital
to fostering the long-term economic competitiveness
of the nation and helping individuals secure places
in the middle class. after all, occupational forecasts
suggest that a majority of the jobs that the united
states will net by 2018 will demand workers with
some kind of postsecondary credential, yet most
states are not on track to produce enough
credential completers.29 meeting that challenge will
require public postsecondary institutions to become
more efficient and to better “align their fiscal
policies with their statewide goals for workforce
development and economic prosperity.”30
Finally, compared to the 1990s, there exists a
larger set of external champions for performance
funding. numerous philanthropic organizations
such as the Bill and melinda gates Foundation,
public policy organizations such as complete
college america, and governmental agencies such
as the u.s. department of education are
supporting performance funding as a way of
strengthening public higher education and
increasing the number of americans with
postsecondary credentials. The lumina Foundation
for education is actively supporting state efforts to
implement performance funding as part of a
broader effort to improve the productivity of the
higher education sector. The Foundation has a “Big
goal” of raising the share of the population with a
high-quality postsecondary credential to 60 percent
by the year 2025.31
By one count, 10 states have established new
models of performance funding since 2007 with
other states debating the adoption of performance
funding (appendix 1: Table 1).32 compared to first-
wave models, current efforts differ in three key
respects: 
 recent initiatives define student outcomes
broadly to include ultimate ones such as
degree completion and intermediate ones
like the passage of “gatekeeper” and
developmental education courses. 
 recent initiatives have raised the levels of
core funding awarded according to
performance, with some states moving to
reduce or eliminate enrollment-based
funding.33
 recent initiatives enjoy broader support
thanks to the improvements in internal data
systems, the emergence of new political
champions, and the endorsement of outside
stakeholders.
designing sysTems oF PerFormance
Funding
second-wave models of performance funding have
benefited from the ability of their architects to
draw on the successes and failures of the efforts
undertaken in the 1990s. Those insights have
greatly informed the design of recent performance
systems. one way of illustrating how the lessons
learned from past efforts are enriching current ini-
tiatives is by sketching the evolution of ohio’s
efforts to link support of two-year colleges to insti-
tutional outcomes.
Funding Performance in ohio’s Two-year colleges
motivated by concerns about the condition of public
higher education, ohio opted in 1995 to implement
performance funding for the state’s four-year uni-
versities and two-year colleges as part of a larger
reform initiative. This initiative, which revolved
around a set of “challenges,” awarded small finan-
cial bonuses to colleges and universities based on
their successes in achieving specified student out-
comes like, in the case of two-year colleges,
university transfers.34
in 2007, ohio launched a comprehensive review
and reform of its system of higher education at the
instigation of the state’s new governor. among
other changes, this initiative revitalized the Buck-
eye state’s interest in performance funding, led to
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the overhaul of the model applied to public univer-
sities, and prompted the establishment of a new
two-year college model effective in fiscal year 2010-
2011. While most core support for two-year colleges
still reflects enrollment levels, an escalating share
of the core budget calculation reflects performance.
Borrowing from a model crafted in Washington,
ohio awards “success points” to colleges when stu-
dents achieve certain intermediate outcomes, such
as completing an initial developmental education
course, and ultimate ones like earning an
associate’s degree. To calculate performance, the
state considers an institution’s performance over a
three-year period and, at least at first, will not
penalize institutions. over time, however, the stop-
loss provision will disappear with the share of
funding tied to outcomes rising to 20 percent by fis-
cal year 2014-2015.35
design characteristics of “Performance Funding
2.0” 
The choices ohio made when overhauling its sys-
tem of performance funding reflect the core
characteristics of second-wave models of perform-
ance funding—models that explicitly attempt to
overcome the flaws that research suggests compro-
mised first-wave models. Those defects included
“weaknesses in the design of the incentive formu-
lae, unstable funding, the loss of original
champions in government and business, opposition
from higher education leaders, and unintended neg-
ative consequences for equity.”36 ohio attempted to
address those shortfalls by quickly committing
itself to performance funding and then working
slowly to implement the process in ways that
included educational leaders and stakeholders like
the ohio association of community colleges, culti-
vated broad political and popular support, provided
real financial incentives, respected the diversity of
institutional missions, and defined success
broadly.37 Particularly noteworthy are ohio’s deci-
sions to embed performance funding within core
institutional allotments and to provide performance
funds at a level likely to command institutional
attention. overall, ohio’s experience illustrates six
promising design characteristics of models of “Per-
formance Funding 2.0.”
1. link PerFormance Funding To The
achievemenT oF clear, shared, sTaTe Policy
goals
one characteristic of second-wave efforts is the
linking of financial resources to clear, shared, state
policy goals. Performance funding is not an end in
and of itself, but rather it is a tool for achieving
valuable public policy goals. states must clearly
demonstrate the connections between ends and
means, just as illinois has attempted. Though
illinois adopted a performance funding system for
its two-year colleges in 1997, policymakers
permitted the system to lapse in 2002.38 When the
state recently sought to launch a new model of
performance funding, it attempted to link the
proposed system to the “illinois Public agenda for
college and career success.” The document, which
was the product of a prior public consultation
process, established four statewide policy goals—
raising levels of educational attainment, ensuring
college affordability, increasing the numbers of
high-quality postsecondary credentials awarded,
and better aligning educational assets to economic
needs.39 This framework provides a reference point
against which illinois’ civic leaders can judge the
relevance and effectiveness of policy changes,
including the development of performance funding
allocations slated to take effect in fiscal year 2012-
2013.40
an advantage of tying performance funding to
common goals is that the process of establishing
those goals can help to cultivate the support and
engagement of broad groups of stakeholders. one
reason why some first-wave models failed was
because states often imposed them on public
institutions rather than developing them in
consultation with educational leaders and other
interested parties like the business community and
social justice organizations.41 such participation
increases the odds that programs will endure over
time. 
2. Provide meaningFul, sTaBle Financial
reWards
When it comes to financial incentives, second-wave
efforts strive to provide meaningful, stable
financial rewards to institutions. a key reason why
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many first-wave models failed was that the dollar
amounts at stake were small supplements to
regular, enrollment-based appropriations.
institutions therefore prioritized their main
funding streams over performance-based
supplements. if systems of performance funding are
to succeed, states should “make the performance
funding pool large enough to command attention.”42
one way of accomplishing this is to embed
performance funding into core financial allocations.
Tennessee, for instance, recently moved to tie
almost all core funding to performance rather than
enrollments, while a number of states with active
second-wave initiatives appear to be moving toward
linking between 10 and 20 percent of base funding
to performance.43
3. recognize The diversiTy oF insTiTuTional
missions WiThin PuBlic sysTems
another important design characteristic is the
recognition of the diversity of missions found
within systems of public higher education. a
defining characteristic of american higher
education is the sheer variety of institutions, which
range from highly selective, research-intensive
universities to branch campuses to “open door” two-
year colleges. Furthermore, many states
established specific schools to serve particular
communities and populations. given such
institutional diversity, states can tailor models of
performance funding by school type rather than
imposing one uniform model. For example, ohio’s
new system of performance funding recognizes
differences in missions by treating main university
campuses, regional university campuses, and two-
year colleges differently.44 relatedly, while
acknowledging differences in missions, the most
effective designs may be those that grant individual
campuses the latitude and flexibility to achieve
overarching state policy goals.  
4. encourage simPliciTy in The design oF
measuremenT sysTems
When it comes to the tracking of performance,
second-wave measurement systems tend to strive
for simplicity. given advances in information
systems and technologies, it is tempting to add new
measures and additional complexity to systems of
performance funding, yet too much complexity and
too many measures can yield ineffective systems. in
the 1990s, for instance, south carolina attempted
to shift most support for higher education to a
performance model that reflected performance on
37 indicators grouped into nine critical success
factors. however, the scale and complexity of the
effort led the system to effectively collapse under
its own weight.45 contrast that to indiana’s
proposed system of performance funding for two-
year colleges, which contains six measures related
to degree completion, academic progression, and
college productivity.46
5. deFine PerFormance Broadly
The measures used in second-wave models tend to
define performance broadly. a common temptation
is to consider success only in relation to ultimate
outcomes like credential completion, but higher
education is in many ways a process and
intermediate outcomes matter, especially for
students facing serious barriers to success.
rewarding colleges and universities for the
achievement of intermediate outcomes that credible
research finds linked to long-term success, as
happens in ohio through the awarding of “success
points” and in Washington through the recognition
of “momentum points, ” can encourage institutions
to lead students down pathways to success. an
essential feature of such models is that they
enhance educational equity by providing incentives
for serving all students, not just those most prone
to succeed. 
6. signal clear exPecTaTions, sTarT small, and
Build sTeadily
Promising second-wave efforts attempt to signal
clear expectations, start small, and build over time.
Because performance funding represents a radical
shift from standard budget practices in most states,
the immediate, wholesale adoption of new financial
models is apt to cause more problems than it
solves. instead, once states have decided to
embrace performance funding, they should clearly
communicate what the expectations and processes
are and implement the changes incrementally.
gradual implementation provides institutions with
opportunities to adjust to new systems and
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Box 2. reWarding achievemenT in WashingTon
Washington state has twice experimented with performance funding. The first attempt occurred in 1997,
when the state budget directed all institutions to develop performance measures during the biennium’s first
year; if institutions failed to meet certain standards, the state would withhold part of the appropriation
authorized for the second year of the biennium. For various reasons, this experiment did not last beyond the
two-year budget window. 
in 2007, the Washington state Board for community and Technical colleges revisited the issue of perform-
ance funding as part of a larger student achievement initiative. The development of this project reflected
many of the lessons learned from the failure of the state’s first attempt to establish performance funding and
unfolded in a slow, inclusive manner directed by the state’s two-year colleges themselves with the endorse-
ment of other stakeholders.
The new system underwent testing in 2007-2008 and implementation in 2008-2009. The goal is to provide
colleges with small financial rewards based on their successes in moving students toward certain critical
thresholds. This approach rewards colleges for their abilities to achieve intermediate outcomes, such as stu-
dent persistence, and signals the importance of leading students along an educational pathway. 
central to Washington’s system of performance funding is the use of “momentum” or “achievement” points in
relation to four broad areas: basic literacy and developmental instruction, collegiate credit completion, quan-
titative and computational instruction, and program completion. For example, a college may earn one
momentum point for every student completing an initial 15 collegiate credits; another point for every
student completing an initial 30 collegiate credits; an additional point for the first five collegiate credits
earned in quantitative and computational courses; and a final point for every degree, countable certificate, or
apprenticeship completed in a year. schools also earn points for outcomes in literacy and developmental pro-
grams. note that Washington includes almost all students, regardless of program, funding, or enrollment
status, in the performance calculations. 
The selection of momentum points was not random; instead, they reflect research findings that identified the
completion of one year of collegiate study along with receipt of a credential to be a “tipping point” after which
students realize meaningful labor market gains. in short, the system strives to encourage colleges to lead
students toward employment and economic success.
The idea of momentum points has great appeal, especially for two-year colleges. one advantage is that it
rewards colleges for achieving results in all of their program areas, including adult literacy and developmen-
tal education. another advantage is that the system defines success broadly. moreover, by rewarding
achievement in programs like literacy instruction, the system creates incentives for serving adult learners
and other students facing educational challenges.
as with all recent experiments with performance funding, it is not yet clear what ultimate student outcomes
Washington’s system might yield. nevertheless, the design of the model attempts to overcome some of the
flaws of first-wave models and so has become a template for other states.
sources: kevin dougherty et al., The Politics of Performance Funding in eight states: origins, demise, and change
(new york: community college research center, 2011), 64-76; and Washington state Board for community and Techni-
cal colleges, meeting Washington state’s need for an educated citizenry and vital economy (olympia, Wa: author,
2007).
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expectations while minimizing potential
disruptions to enrolled students.
concerns aBouT PerFormance Funding
despite its intuitive appeal and long history,
performance funding remains a controversial idea.
on one level, skepticism from within the higher
education community is natural and reasonable
given how performance funding represents a stark
divergence from customary practices; but on
another level, legitimate concerns exist as to
whether performance funding can deliver the
promised results with a minimum of unintended
consequences. adding to this uncertainty is the fact
that much of what is known about the effectiveness
of performance funding comes from studies of first-
wave models, not the second-wave ones launched
since 2007. nevertheless, four important criticisms
merit consideration.
Perhaps the most important criticism is that “the
research literature does not provide firm evidence
that performance funding significantly increases
rates of remedial completion, retention, and
graduation” and that claims to the contrary “are
not based on solid data that control for other
possible causes of changes in student outcomes
beyond performance funding.”47 What the existing
research studies show is that the adoption of
performance funding often affects changes in
institutional behaviors, such as improved use of
data within institutional planning systems,
heightened awareness of overarching state policy
goals for higher education, modifications in
academic policies and practices, and changes in
student services.48 These intermediate changes may
benefit students over time, but there is little proof
that performance funding, by itself, has boosted
ultimate student outcomes, even in states with
longstanding systems like Tennessee. of course, the
lack of clear success may be a by-product of the
limitations of first-wave models—limitations that
new models have sought to overcome. 
a second concern related to performance funding is
that it has received lukewarm support from key
stakeholders. many members of the higher
education community remain dubious and fear that
performance funding erodes institutional
autonomy, fails to capture the complexity of
contemporary higher education, distorts
institutional missions, and harms students.49 some
of this skepticism may be a legacy of first-wave
models implemented without regard to the
concerns of educators and institutions of higher
learning. similarly, the long-term financial
commitment of states and state leaders remains
untested. many first-wave models collapsed when
political leadership changed or states terminated
funding in response to budget shortfalls, and it is
too soon to know if second-wave models will enjoy
backing that is more enduring. absent long-term,
stable financial commitments, models of
performance funding are apt to fail. 
a third concern is that performance funding may
create disincentives to serving nontraditional
students, including low-skilled working adults, and
those facing obstacles to college success. if ultimate
student outcomes like program completion are the
sole yardstick of success, colleges and universities
may elect to serve only the individuals most likely
to succeed. moreover, institutions may feel
pressured to weaken academic standards or
otherwise relax the rigor of educational programs.
some students therefore may not have an
opportunity to pursue higher education at all, while
others receive less than adequate instruction.
either way, those individuals will find themselves
at profound disadvantages in the labor market.
although some second-wave models strive to
prevent such outcomes by tailoring funding
formulas to institutional missions and offering
incentives for serving students, it is still too soon to
know if those strategies will prove effective. 
Finally, a significant concern exists as to whether
performance funding will divert attention from the
troubling trend of disinvestment in public higher
education. research by dēmos, a national public
policy organization, found that most states have
reduced support of public higher education
significantly since 1990 with little evidence
suggesting a reversal in course if and when budgets
recover from the most recent downturn.50 Fiscal
austerity is a compelling motivation for public
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institutions to become more efficient in their use of
public resources, yet public investment has fallen
despite an overall increase in national prosperity
and changes in the size and composition of the
college population. serving today’s students may
require new investments, especially if institutions
are to help students facing significant barriers to
college success while providing the kinds of high-
cost programs, particularly in technical fields,
required to train the skilled workers needed by
growing industries. despite its potential,
performance funding is not a substitute for
adequate investment in public higher education.  
Policy recommendaTions For WPFP
sTaTe ParTners
since 2007, numerous states have taken an interest
in performance funding as a means of encouraging
public institutions of higher education to become
more efficient and better focused on statewide
workforce and economic development goals. several
states have already established or reestablished
models of performance funding, and others are
weighing the possibility. as new initiatives surface
and recent ones mature, WPFP state partners
should strive to bring their organizational expert-
ise, credibility, and capacities to bear to ensure that
second-wave models address the distinct
educational needs of low-income, low-skill working
adults. While specific policy challenges and possi-
bilities will vary by state, WPFP partners should
focus their attention on five policy areas. 
1. arTiculaTe The connecTion BeTWeen
PosTsecondary success and economic ProsPeriTy
For all
discussions of performance funding often center on
highly technical questions like the design of
funding formulas. While such issues matter, they
must not obscure the fact that performance funding
should be a means for improving postsecondary
education for all students and not an end in itself.
ultimately, postsecondary education requires
strengthening because it has become an essential
requirement for entry into america’s middle class,
as well as a driver of economic prosperity. unless
debates about performance funding reflect those
facts, they will fail to yield the structural changes
needed to bring about successful outcomes for all
students, not just those most likely to succeed. one
risk is that states may design systems of
performance funding in ways that overlook the
particular needs of nontraditional students such as
low-income, low-skill adults or that discourage
institutions from offering relevant programs, like
developmental education and literacy instruction.
in response, WPFP state partners must emphasize
the need for all students to succeed, including low-
skilled and nontraditional ones; this idea must
serve as a guiding principle in the development and
execution of systems of performance funding. 
2. deFine PosTsecondary educaTion To include
The greaTesT numBers oF sTudenTs and
Programs
For a system of performance funding to nurture
economic prosperity for all, it needs to measure
performance broadly to capture the greatest
number of students and educational programs. For
example, a system that defines success for two-year
colleges strictly in relation to university transfer
would exclude students enrolled in technical fields
and in certificate and diploma programs. similarly,
performance indicators that only count students
enrolled on a full-time basis would overlook all
those who attend on a part-time basis. state
partners therefore should back the development of
performance systems that define success broadly
and include as many students as possible in the
performance calculations, regardless of program,
funding, or enrollment status. specifically,
performance measures should capture all students,
not just those in traditional collegiate programs,
but also those pursuing instruction in adult basic
literacy, english as a second language,
developmental education, and career technical
education. states should also count all students,
including those enrolled on a part-time basis and in
non-degree programs. To ensure that all achieve
progress, states should measure, consider, and
value performance for key segments of the student
population, such as students who are older, who are
female, who are members of racial and ethnic
minority groups, who are first-generation college
students, and who receive need-based financial aid.
3. adoPT PerFormance criTeria ThaT reWard
ulTimaTe and inTermediaTe educaTional
ouTcomes
While student attainment of credentials is an
important outcome for which institutions deserve
recognition, student persistence also merits reward.
By tracking and rewarding colleges for their
achievements in leading students toward
educational checkpoints related to student success,
systems of performance funding can encourage
institutions to focus on moving students along
educational pathways. one method for this is to
award “achievement” points along the lines
followed in Washington (box 2) . key transition
points that deserve recognition include the
following:
 completion of a first course in
developmental education
 Transition from developmental education to
a first collegiate “gateway” or initial course
 attainment of the first 15 and 30 credit
hours of collegiate instruction
 receipt of a credit-based degree, diploma, or
certificate 
4. oFFer incenTives For serving disadvanTaged
PoPulaTions like loW-income Working adulTs
Because low-income, low-skill working adults often
confront multiple barriers to college success,
systems of performance funding should offer
institutions incentives for serving disadvantaged
populations. one method is to assign weights to
performance criteria. in Tennessee, for instance,
successes achieved by adult students and
individuals eligible to receive federal Pell grants
carry a 40 percent premium, while Washington
weighs outcomes in basic literacy and
developmental education so as to reward schools for
serving students facing significant obstacles to
success. related strategies include tailoring
performance criteria by institutional type, as occurs
in ohio, measuring performance relative to an
institution’s own history, as Tennessee does to avoid
penalizing schools with large numbers of at-risk
students.51 When developing such incentives,
however, states must be careful to avoid
inadvertently creating incentives that lead colleges
to “cream” students from within targeted
populations.
5. emPhasize The develoPmenT oF roBusT sTaTe
daTa sysTems and ouTcome measuremenTs
any model of performance-based funding is
ultimately only as strong as the underlying data
used to gauge performance. yet many state data
systems fail to capture or combine “information
from k-12, workforce development, and
postsecondary education programs (primarily from
public institutions), including adult basic education
and skills development programs systems,” to say
nothing of employment outcomes.52 Without such
data, it is difficult to use models of performance
funding to connect the outcomes achieved by
postsecondary programs to broader state policy
goals, a situation that undercuts one of the main
reasons for implementing performance funding.
especially critical is the development of the
capabilities needed to measure success among
students facing obstacles to college success. The
ability to track performance among at-risk groups
like adult learners, non-english speakers, and
recipients of Pell grants is vital for identifying the
points in the education pathway where students
are apt to stumble. in particular, WPFP state
partners should support the development of state
data systems able to disaggregate information
about low-income working adults as a discrete
population.
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conclusion
recent years have seen renewed interest in
performance funding as a tool for improving the
performance of public higher education and align-
ing outcomes with larger state economic and
workforce development goals. While performance
funding is an appealingly simple concept, it has
had a turbulent history. new approaches, however,
are attempting to learn from the successes and fail-
ures of past experiments and structure systems in
ways that improve institutional outcomes, achieve
broad state policy goals, and create opportunities
for individuals from disadvantaged backgrounds.
as models of performance funding spread to other
states, the organizations that partner with the
WPFP are uniquely equipped and positioned to con-
tribute to the policy debates and project designs to
help ensure that new models of performance fund-
ing work for the benefit of america’s low-income
working families. 
For questions about this policy brief or the




 articulate the connection between
postsecondary success and economic
prosperity for all
 define postsecondary education to
include the greatest numbers of
students and programs
 adopt performance criteria that
reward ultimate and intermediate
educational outcomes
 offer incentives for serving
disadvantaged populations like low-
income working adults
 emphasize the development of robust
state data systems and outcome
measurements 
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Appendix 1: Table 1. Performance Funding for Public Higher Education*









Illinois X (two-year colleges only, discontinued) X






New Jersey X (discontinued)
New York X (four-year colleges only)
New Mexico X (discontinued)
North Carolina X







Texas X (only for developmental education, discontinued) X
Virginia X(discontinued)
Washington X (discontinued) X







Sources:AchievingtheDream,Inc.,Tying Funding to Community College Outcomes: Models, Tools, and Recommendations for States,ed.DavidAlt-
stadt(Boston:JobsfortheFuture,2012),26-32;JosephBurkeandHenrikMinassians,Performance Reporting: "Real" Accountability or Accountability
"Lite" Seventh Annual Survey 2003 (Albany,NY:NelsonA.RockefellerInstituteofGovernment,2003),5;KevinDoughertyandEstherHong,State Sys-
tems of Performance Accountability for Community Colleges: Impacts and Lessons for Policymakers (Boston:JobsfortheFuture,2005),3;Kevin
DoughertyandMonicaReid,Fifty States of Achieving The Dream: State Policies to Enhance Access to and Success in Community Colleges across The
United States (NewYork:CommunityCollegeResearchCenter,2007),26;ThomasHarnish,Performance-Based Funding; A Re-Emerging Strategy in
Public Higher Education Financing (Washington,DC:AmericanAssociationofStateCollegesandUniversities,2011),3-6and9-10;andNationalCon-
ferenceofStateLegislatures,"HigherEducationLegislationin2011,"accessedonMay1,2012,
http://www.ncsl.org/issues-research/educ/highereducationlegislation2011.aspx.
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